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The "G" page from Frederic W. Goudy's The Alphabet, 1936.
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The Cover Illustration: The "G" page from Frederic W. Goudy's The Alphabet, 1936.
Goudy used a whole 9%" x 12Y2," page in The Alphabet to illustrate each of its
characters. Not only does this page seem appropriate as the designer's initial, it shows a
Latin letterform with the most interesting lowercase. These fIfteen g's show not only the
wide variety of its forms but how the Goudy style is distinguishable even in designs of
widely differing style.
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THE STORY OF
FREDERIC W. GOUDY
Written by Peter Beilenson and printed
with a pictorial supplement
for The Distaff Side
1939
His friends consider this an excellent portrait of Goudy. Done by Charles
E. Pont, it illustrates an equally affectionate verbal tribute by Peter
Beilenson, himself a distinguished New York printer. This was one of an
uncounted number of chapbooks about Goudy.
Frederic W. Goudy
"Type Man" Extraordinary
by Edmund C. Arnold
I t was inevitable that the punster should make it "Goudyamus
Igitur," for if anyone "went joyfully," it was Frederic W. Goudy, America's
foremost type designer. This is probably because it was not until he was forty
years old that Goudy found his true life work and he was as full of
wonderment and joy about it as would be a mother of that age with a
firstborn child. The joy reflects on his readers and his friends; the two usually
became one.
If you would share the experience, just browse through the Goudy
Collection in the Arents Rare Book Room of Syracuse University Library. Or
set a line or two of Goudy type in the typographic laboratory named for him
in the S. I. Newhouse School of Public Communications. The collection
consists of more than seventy-five items and thus becomes, along with those
at Vassar and the Library of Congress, one of the three most complete in the
world.
It is appropriate that Syracuse should have an interest in Goudy. While
he never worked here, he would surely have felt at home in the Salt City. For
the places where the Goudys (his wife Bertha was an equal in their
forty-eight-year graphic arts career) lived and worked were much like
Syracuse. They were mid-American, if not in geography then in sturdy tastes,
ethics and ideals.
The Goudys started their Village Press in the heartland of Illinois. They
brought their grassroots energies and enthusiasms with them to the
Massachusetts coast, to the yet-bucolic Brooklyn and Forest Hills, and finally
to Deepdene, homely and comfortable as their work, at Marlboro-on-Hudson.
Begun in 1903, the Village Press was the oldest private press in the
United States. That was the same year that Goudy designed Village, the first
American book face to be cast from freely-drawn originals by a type designer.
Professor Arnold is Chairman of the Graphic Arts and Publishing Departments
at the Newhouse School of Public Communications at Syracuse University.
His critical observations regarding the illustrations serve as their captions.
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I must confess
I love my Press;
For when I print
I know no stint
Of joy.
Goudy did not say that (it was an observation made in 1861 by Edwin Robbe
of the private Rochester Press in England) but it certainly epitomizes Goudy's
feelings. Not that he was a Pollyanna sentimentalist; he was a realist. But his
basic zeal for life carried him through more tragedy than a normal quota. An
adopted daughter died at the age of five; his father's death was a most
sorrowful one; not once, but twice, fire destroyed his workshops and their
contents; his finances were hardly ever robust; his wife died a dozen years
before he did. But he enjoyed his work and his life.
Goudy did come close to Syracuse on countless occasions. Howard
Coggeshall, one of America's finest fine printers, operated a renowned
printing establishment in Utica and Goudy visited him frequently, as a friend
and as a collaborator in the typographic vineyard. It was during this time that
he became acquainted with Dean Lyle Spencer, founder of the Syracuse
School of Journalism, and it was to Goudy that the School awarded its first
Journalism Medal.
It was an interesting oddity that a typographer should thus be honored
before any of the other men, mostly writers, who have won the Medal, but
the School has always considered typography a vitally important tool of
communication. It has always made a basic graphic arts course a requirement
for all of the academic sequences in the School. Even today, as typographic
standards are eroded by shoddy typewriter "composition" and cold and
artless typesetting by the computer, journalism students still set type as
Gutenberg and Goudy did. Thus they acquire a sense of the letterforms and
an appreciation for their integrity that no other experience can give. And
they, too, usually experience a joy in the creation of beauty within the rigid
discipline of unyielding typemetal. Goudy gave several fonts of type, both of
his own design and that of others that he used at the Village Press, to the
journalism laboratory and all are in constant use.
Goudy was a "type man" in every sense. He designed type, more than a
hundred faces, to become America's most prolific creator. He used type, his
own and others', in typographic designs that ranged from periodical
advertising to limited-edition books. He wrote about type with a lucidity that
is rare among graphic artists. When Goudy was fifty-seven years old and had
moved into an old mill which became the Press, he embarked on yet another
new career. He decided that too much of his design was being lost in the
mechanical steps of converting his drawings into type, so he became a type
founder and actually manufactured his own type. The Syracuse collection
gives excellent examples of each of his talents.
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A DIS/
SERT'k
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Oneofthe
ESSAYS
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With a. Note
LAMB'S LITE~
ARYMOT'IVE
by CYRUS LAURON
HOOPER-.
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The double title page on the third book printed by the Village Press is unusual for its time, 1904. The swirling border was
not particularly innovative. Elbert Hubbard and his Roycrofters were doing the same thing in our neighboring East Aurora,
New York, and both Hubbard and Goudy were obviously greatly influenced by William Morris and the pre-Rapha~lites in
England. But Goudy was already demonstrating his own way with the classical Roman letterforms and his letterspacing of
the left page is excellent except for UPON, which is falling apart.
Tbey qre tbe words of tbe
distqnt qnd tbe deqd, qnd mqkeus beirs
ofthe.spiritual life ofpast age.s.
Tbe Books wbicb belp you most qre tbose tbat
make you tbink tbe most. Tbe bqrdest Ulay oflearn/
ing is by eqsy reqding. Butagreat Book tbat comes
from agreat tbinker,-it is asbip of tbougbt, deep
freigbted witb trutb, witb Beauty, too.
One of the "Lost Types" is Deepdene Text, done in 1932. The letterforms are
interesting in that they go to pre-Gutenberg roots. The forerunners of the rust movable
type were, of course, written forms; only after they had become formalized in metal did
they acquire the angular precision of our Text (or Black Letter) faces. Note how here
Goudy retains the written flavor in the a and the y, in the flicks of the final serifs of m
and n, and in the tail of the g. The capitals, on the other hand, are reminiscent of the
illuminated ones that were painted, rather than written, upon their original vellum pages.
As a type designer he was no radical innovator; all of his faces are based
on classical antecedents. But he imparted to each his own, unique elegance
that is the hallmark of all Goudy work. Always the elegance was
unostentatious; he winced at the period's "beautiful atrocities," typefaces
with idiosyncrasies that disturbed the reader. The collection includes
specimen showings of all of his types and they make a smorgasbord of visual
delight even to the unknowing layman.
No one would have the temerity to name the "best" Goudy face; this
would be choosing the "best" flower in a garden. Goudy Old Style, done in
1914, was certainly a favorite of many. Modeled on Renaissance lettering, it
has the typical Goudy flavor, classical but comfortable. A typical Goudy
touch is the tail of the Q, a "sedate flourish"; the phrase is no anomaly. My
personal favorite is Goudy Text Inline. I have used it for the nameplate of
several newspapers I have designed and to each it gives the imprimatur of
quality that good journalism deserves. It is an interpretation of early English
Black Letter but with a grace that dissolves the sometimes disturbing
angularities of the original. The inline gleams like gold illumination.
Many typophiles find their favorites among the "Lost Goudy Types."
These are mementos of cruel tragedy. In 1939, on a bitter January morning,
fire destroyed the Village Press which was then at Deepdene. In 1908 fire had
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swept the Press in New York City but at that time the treasure trove was not
yet as great as it had grown to be thirty years later. In the 1939 fire,
drawings, patterns and matrices were all consumed.
Some sixteen faces are the lost ones. The oldest was Newstyle, done in
1921; the latest was Friar, created in 1937, which Goudy called his greatest
personal loss. Friar is based on the uncials and semi-uncials from which
developed our lower case characters, and Medieval, 1930, shows how the
roundhand developed. Tory, a 1936 design, has the flavor of Caxton's type,
FRIAR [1937J 12 point
A TYPOCjRAPI1IC SOL€CISM
*' "(;H IS TYP€ FACt has Been oesigneo By FRed W. Cjoudy
fOR his own amusement. *' It is, in a. manneR ofspeaking,
a. typognaphic solecism. For his loweR case letteRs he has
ORawn on the halfruncials of the fouRth, fifth, sixth and
seventh centuRies, eighth centuny uncials, suggestions
fRom types of VidoR HammeR, Ruoolf Koch ano others.*With these he has attempteo to comBine majuscules
Based on the squaRe capitals of the fouRth centuRY, &
the Rustic hands of the scriBes, to which he has aOOeO
his own conceits. * If the face has any quality of inteRest
it is oue to MR. Cjouoy's audacity in BRinging the vaRious
elements compRising it togetheR in one font. Of COURse,
an uncial requireo no majuscule, since it was in itself a.
sort of majuscule. "Cherein, he thinks, lies the solecism.*MR. CjOUDY has not attempteOto give an impRession
ofa cURsive hano ; intending only to CReate a. metal t)'pe.
V
AABCD €tFCjnHI) KLM NOPQRST"CUVWXYZ ff~ffl de-
aA.~a.BbbcodeefgCfhijklmnopqRrstuvwwxyZ. 1234567890*
"The foregoing was written by Mr. Goudy at the time of designing the type, then called
No. 103, later named Friar." Anyone who knew FWG could see his tongue in his cheek
as he wrote this; he pursed his lips wryly as he referred to himself in the third person and
chuckled when he compounded the apparent pomposity with the title "Mister." In this
piece about what was to become one of the "Lost Types," Goudy showed that he could
use the 26 Latin letters as deftly for writing as for typesetting.
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HANDTOOLED
&
ITALIC
AN IMPORTANT PUBLICITY
TYPE FOR THE MODERN
ADVERTISER
The observer grows self-conscious about using "elegant" so repetitiously in talking about
Goudy types. But what other adjective could one possibly use for Goudy Handtooled?
This advertising piece was issued in 1927 when the influence of the Bauhaus and its stark
Sans Serifs was almost at its peak. So it took courage to insist that ornamentation of the
letterform did not weaken or cheapen it. And it took high artistry to give such a luster to
the classicalletterforms with just a simple "shading line."
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and Trajan, 1930, has the classical beauty its name suggests. Some critics feel
that Trajan and other Old Style Romans, with a characteristic roundness that
Goudy gave to his Roman letterforms, create a "softness" that detracts from
their authority. To me the effect is that of a wellworn tweed jacket that fits
comfortably to the shoulders, yet ilever loses its air of quality. It is thanks to
Goudy's talents as a typographer, a user rather than a designer of type faces,
and his generosity with his talents that we have recovered some of the lost
types.
By the time of the disastrous 1939 fire, Goudy had been recognized in
several fields. In 1922 he received the Craftsmanship Gold Medal from the
American Institute of Architects, the first time that the builders had
recognized the art form that had begun as incised inscriptions on the
architectural facades of the Ete{nal City. Three years later President Coolidge
sent Goudy and William Rudge to represent this country at a graphic arts
exposition in Paris. Books Goudy had written went into third and sixth
printings. The Syracuse Medal was given to him in 1936 and three universities
awarded him honorary doctorates.
~THE LYFOF SEYNTKENELME
KINGE AND MARTIR
~erebeginnetfJtbel!,f founbtb tbt ~bbtp of
of ~e!,nt lIienelme lWpncbtcombttanb ~tttt
tbtrin monk~. ~nb wban
<ltpnt 1Stn= bt wa~ btbt bt wa~ burp'"
tlmt martir tbintbt~amtabbtp. ~nb
~
wa~ kpngt attbat tpmt Wincbtcomb
of a partt of wa~ tbt bt~t toun of tbat
<ltnglonb bp countrapt. In <ltnglonb
Walp~. ~i~ fabtr wa~ btn iii prpntipaul riutr~t
kpngt to fort bpmt anb anb tbtp btn ~amtp~,
hJa~namtb1Stnu(pb,anb ~tuarn, anb ~umbrt.
Typography always reflects the culture that uses it. This opening page of The Lyf of
Seynt Kenelme was printed by Goudy in 1905 and reflects the tastes of the turn of the
century just as much as it carries the flavor of the medieval.
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It was logical, then, that Goudy be chosen to design a book truly for
posterity. At the New York World's Fair of 1939, The Book ofRecord of the
Time Capsule of Cupaloy was buried in the ground, scheduled to be opened
in five thousand years. He accepted the commission on condition that
Coggeshall would set and print the 64-page book. Village No.2, a
distinguished Roman, was used. That type remained at the Utica shop, as did
other lost faces that had been used for commercial jobs or for chapbooks, as a
Goudy contribution. Complete fonts have been assembled from such standing
forms but in the rubble of the fire lay the shards of five tons of type, matrices
for some seventy-five fonts and drawings for most of the hundred and seven
faces he had done to that time, fifty galleys of new chapters, handset by his
son, for the revised edition of The Alphabet, and all the type for a new book
called Recollections ofB.M. G. (Bertha Goudy).
Nevertheless, the joy of loved work remained and a new studio was
built. Without his wife, who had died in 1935 and who had handset some of
their most attractive books, Goudy did no more printing but kept busy with a
multitude of projects. A quiet but deep joy of the craft is well expressed in
his own writings. The Alphabet (1918), Elements of Lettering (1921), and
Typologia (1940), are pleasing to the eye and to the reader's sense of fitness.
A short essay, "The Type Speaks," is lyrical. Most touching is his 1946 book,
A Half Century of Type Design and Typography. Without affectation, almost
by indirection, he imparts his philosophy.
The finest monument that Goudy leaves is the universal love in which
he was held, and still is, by all who knew him. A burly man who looked much
more like a village blacksmith than an artist in type, he tried hard to achieve a
bark, even though he could not bite. Once he wrote that "someday I am
going to design a font without a k so those $*&@%$¢ idiots won't be able to
misspell my name!" A Frederic without a k apparently was as difficult for his
contemporaries as it is for my graphic arts students today. It is hard to
associate pictures of Goudy with the adjective "lovable" until one thinks of a
St. Bernard. No matter how much he gruffed, he couldn't hide his own
natural warmth, and it was reflected as affection by all who came into his
circle. His friends were a Who's Who of typographic artists. In the Syracuse
University collection are letters from Bruce Rogers, William Addison
Dwiggins, R. Hunter Middleton, Will Ransom and Oz Cooper-their names a
pantheon of the graphic arts.
Practitioners of those graphic arts are an unusually sentimental group.
At the drop of a quoin, someone will dream up a "wayzgooze," the carrying
on of festive meals that in old England were given by printing apprentices to a
benevolent master. At the drop of the other quoin, someone will print a
"chapbook." These small volumes, done with loving care after business hours,
are printed for distribution to only a small circle of friends. At least a dozen
of them were done about Goudy, for his birthday was always a perfect
occasion for a sentimental gathering of "people with ink on their fingers."
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EPresents no particular resthetic features; the stemfollows hkewise the same gradual widening from
top to bottom as in Band D; the middle cross-bar is de-
cidedlythicker than the upper, and both are frequently
thinner than the lower:-points of no significance ex-
cept as strengthening the theory of original drawing
by one hand and the cutting by another. The narrow-
ness of the letter is significant, however; since I main-
tain that the marked narrowneSs of BE F LP S are the
conventionah:z;ed evolution of these characters from
the Egyptian pictographs-now almost lost in the twi-
hght of fable.
It is my behef that the spaces required to represent
objects which formed the ancient pictographs that later
"I think of a letter and then mark around the thought," said Goudy as he explained the
design of an alphabet. This reverse of the E emphasizes how the negative space around
and within a letter is as important as the positive image itself. This, from Goudy's The
Trojan Capital of 1936, as much as any single letter, demonstrates the quiet elegance
which is so characteristic of his work. The stark form of the E, unrelieved by any curves,
is always challenging to any designer and here Goudy shows how a master met that
challenge.
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The food was plain but always excellent (much like Goudy type); the
company was worthy of a printer's Valhalla; the conversation was erudite and
stimulating, for not only is printing "the art preservative of all arts"; the
printer is its curator. Chapbooks for such events are nothing but delight and
the searcher through the collection always lingers over them.
I think my favorite item in the collection is the final pasteup proof for
Elements of Lettering. This is a "working paper," an exchange within the
family, between two craftsmen, the designer/author and the printer. Like his
more public works, this dummy, with his written corrections, is simple,
sturdy and unaffected. Even in this ephemeral form, it is a joy forever.
Goudyamus 19itur!
"Working Types" in the Newhouse School of Public Communications
for routine use of students in the Laboratory
Goudy Text in 12- through 60-point and the Shaded in 36-point
Deepdene, Roman and Italic, 8- through 30-point
Forum, 12- through 36-point
Garamont (Goudy's cutting), 10- through 48-point in Roman; through
36-point in Italics
Goudy Bold, 6- through 96-point, 15 fonts, in Roman and through
48-point in Italics
Goudy Handtooled, 12- through 60-point, in Roman
Goudy Heavyface, 14- through 36-point
Goudy Oldstyle, 6- through 36-point in Roman; through 24-point in
Italics
Goudy Open, 14- through 36-point in both Roman and Italics
Hadriano 2, 12- through 36-point
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The Hughenden Papers: Mother Lode
ofDisraeliana
by Onesime L. Piette
Benjamin Disraeli, l who served in Parliament for more than forty
years and twice held each of the posts of Prime Minister and Chancellor of
the Exchequer, was indisputably one 'of the most colorful and influential
figures in nineteenth-century British history. Disraeli was also a literary
craftsman who wrote several novels reflecting the social and political climate
of his times, and he corresponded extensively and engagingly with a wide
circle of persons of varying eminence. His speeches in Parliament and on
public platforms underscored his political and phrasemaking talents.
Syracuse University Library has an exceptional collection of primary
source materials on Disraeli in microreproduced form, the only positive
microfilm copy of the Disraeli Papers outside of England. The papers are
basic to serious research efforts undertaken on any or all phases of his
multifaceted career, ranging from statesman to litterateur. The collection is
usually identified as the Hughenden Papers-so styled after the name of his
long-time residence-but it is alternatively referred to as the Disraeli, or
Beaconsfield, Papers. It may be characterized as a voluminous mass of notes,
memorabilia, letters, and various other forms of correspondence to and from
Disraeli. The ·original collection is in the custody of the National Trust and is
housed in the Hughenden Manor, High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire,
England.2
Acquisition of the Hughenden Papers was made possible by a generous
and timely benefaction of the Syracuse University Library Associates and by
the negotiating efforts of Dr. Peter T. Marsh, Professor of History. After
conducting extensive research on Disraeli at Hughenden Manor several years
ago, Dr. Marsh sounded out the National Trust regarding the possibility of
photographing the Hughenden Papers to make them available for scholars at a
Mr. Piette, a retired Foreign Service Officer, served as Asian Bibliographer in
Syracuse University Library from 1967 to 1971. He is currently in London
pursuing research for his doctoral dissertation. Mr. Piette holds a B.A. degree
from the University ofDenver, 1949, an M.A. from the University ofPennsyl-
vania, 1951, and an MS. in Library Science from Syracuse University, 1966.
1 Benjamin Disraeli became Lord Beaconsfield in August 1876 when Queen Victoria
conferred a peerage on him. In the text, however, he is referred to only by his original
name.
2 The National Trust has granted permission to the author to use the references and
quotations appearing in the text.
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Benjamin Disraeli in 1852. From the portrait by Sir Francis Grant, P.R.A., at Hughenden
Manor. Frontispiece in Vol. III of The Life ofBenjamin Disraeli, Earl ofBeaconsfield by
William F. Monypenny and George E. Buckle. New York, The Macmillan Company,
1918.
site in the United States. This the National Trust graciously consented to do
under the provisos that anyone publishing materials from the Hughenden
collection (1) acknowledge the Trust's ownership of the Papers, (2) seek its
permission to use references and quotations from them, and (3) send it a
copy of any published work that might result. 3 The expense of micro-
photography and shipping was underwritten by a member of Syracuse
Ur.iversity Library Associates.
3 Anyone consulting the microfilmed Hughenden Papers at the Syracuse University
Library must sign a form indicating his intention to comply with these stipulations.
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For more than a half-century, anyone interested in conducting research
on Disraeli but unable to consult the Hughenden Papers has had to rely
heavily on an impressive six-volume biography prepared by William Flavelle
Monypenny and George Earle Buckle,4 who were given direct access to the
collection at an early date. Presumably because of a need to conserve space,
however, Monypenny and Buckle often did not provide exact transcriptions
of the letters and notes in the collection. Repeatedly, they resorted to
elliptical renderings that tended to distort content if not meaning. Direct
access to rnicroreproductions of the Hughenden Papers at Syracuse University
enables the local scholar to obtain a degree of precision that has previously
been lacking. Co~pare, for example, a portion of the text of a letter Disraeli
sent his sister Sarah to inform her of the untimely death of her fiance while
on a tour of the Near East in 1831:
The Hughenden Papers
My own Sa!
Ere you open this page, our beloved
father will have imparted to you with all
the tenderness of parental love the terrible
intelligence which I have scarcely found
courage enough to communicate to him. It
is indeed true. Yes! our friend of many
years, our life, & joy, & consolation, is in
this world lost to us for ever. He has
yielded to his Creator without a bodily, or
mental, pang, that pure & honorable &
upright soul, which we all so honored, &
so esteemed; he has suddenly closed a life
unsullied by a vice, scarcely by a weak-
ness. Such a death is too awful but for
those who are virtuous as himself, & if we
regret, that the unconsciousness of his
approaching fate has occasioned him to
quit us without leaving some last memento
of his affection, let us console ourselves by
the recollection of the anguish that the
same cause has spared him. s
Monypenny and Buckle
My own Sa!
Ere you open this page, our beloved
father will have imparted to you with all
the tenderness of parental love the terrible
intelligence which I have scarcely found
energy enough to communicate to him. It
is indeed true. Yes! our friend of many
years, our hope and joy and consolation, is
lost to us for ever. He has yielded to his
Creator without a bodily or mental pang
that pure, and honorable, and upright soul
which we all so honored and esteemed. He
has suddenly closed a life unsullied by a
crime, scarcely by a weakness.
(The last sentence in the original is
entirely omitted.)6
4William Flavelle Monypenny and George Earle Buckle, The Life ofBenjamin Disraeli,
Earl ofBeaconsfield, 6 vols. London: John Murray, 1910-20. A revised edition of the
work, condensed into two volumes, appeared in 1929. Both versions are available in
the Syracuse University Library.
5 Hughenden Papers, Reel 2, A/I/B/1, undated but known to have been written in
August 1831.
6Monypenny, I, 178.
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In another letter to Sarah, Disraeli wrote triumphantly if hurriedly
about the progress of his campaign for a seat in Parliament:
The Hughenden Papers
The clouds have at length dispelled,
& my prospects seem as bright as the day.
At 6 o'ck this evening I start for Maid-
stone with Wyndham Lewis, who tells me
that he can command 750 plumpers alone
out of the 1400 votes.
I suppose by Wednesday I shall
have completed my canvass.
I write in the greatest haste· and
with my love to all,
lam
BD7
Monypenny and Buckle
The clouds have at length dispelled,
and my prospects seem as bright as the
day. At six o'clock this evening I start for
Maidstone with Wyndham Lewis, and I
suppose by Wednesday I shall have com-
pleted my canvass. I doubt whether there
will be a contest.8
Little wonder that Disraeli regarded his prospects for election "as bright
as the day" in the light of assurances from his running mate and mentor, Mr.
Wyndham Lewis, that he would command an automatic majority. The
Monypenny citation reflects Disraeli's mood of jubilation but does not reveal
fully the reason for it.
In his autobiographical notes, Disraeli included a number of items likely
to appeal to bibliophiles. Consider the following short comment, written in
1863:
I have a passion for books & trees. I like to look at them.
When I come down to Hughenden, I pass the first week in
sauntering about my park and examining all the trees, & then I
saunter in the library, & survey the books. My collection is
limited to Theology, the Classics, & History. Anything miscel-
laneous in it is the remains of the Bradenham Collection; but the
great bulk of the Belles Lettres, I parted with after my father's
death. It was sold by Sotheby.9
7 Hughenden Papers, Reel 2, A/I/B/l3S, undated but known to be on or about June 30,
1837.
8 Monypenny, I, 372. The last sentence, "I doubt whether there will be a contest," was
taken from another letter (A/I/B/l34).
9 Hughenden Papers, Reel 10, A/X/A/68, p. 4. The Bradenham Collection was, as may
be inferred, the library of Isaac D'Israeli, Benjamin's father, who in 1829 moved his
family from London to an old manor house called Bradenham located a few miles
away from the town of High Wycombe. Sotheby refers to the prominent ftrm of
auctioneers in London which has been in business for over 200 years.
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A portion of Disraeli's journal (see text, p. 16). Reproduced by permission of The
National Trust, Hughenden Manor, High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire.
Also included in his autobiographical commentary in 1863 is the following
passage concerning Queen Victoria's request to Disraeli for an appraisal m~
Antonio Panizzi, Principal Librarian of the British Museum at the time:
In my first audience of the Queen this year after the death
of the Prince Consort, the Queen among other things spoke to me
of the state of the Brit: Mus: of wh: I had just been elected a
trustee in succession to Lord Lansdowne. H.M. asked me what I
thought of Panizzi? and whether he were equal to the post.
I replied that my official experience was too slight to
permit me to offer a personal opinion, but that he was much
esteemed by my colleagues. H.M. thought it strange that a
foreigner shd be at the head of an Institution so peculiarly
national.
I observed that the post had been frequently filled by
foreigners; that when I was a boy it was filled by Mr. Planta, a
Swiss, & the father of a gentleman who had served her Majesty's
uncles as U.S. of State for Foreign Affairs; that in older days Dr.
Maty, who I believe, was a Frenchman had been in high office at
the Museum, & I mentioned also Baber, tho' I was not so clear
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about him. I mentioned also that Mr. Hallam thought very highly
of Panizzi, & that my father, a great authority on vernacular
literature had been astonished by his intimate acquaintance with
English books. 1 0
During his courtship of the widow of Wyndham Lewis, Mary Anne,
whom he married in 1839, Disraeli wrote sentimental prose and 'verse; two
examples of his love-inspired outpourings follow:
Soft dove, and my sweet heart-
One little line to tell you that I love you. The sun shines &
Bradenham looks beautiful; most green & fresh, & today even
bright. But you are not here. Come & prithee quickly; for tho'
these people are kind & good, & as amusing as any other honest
folk in the shires, their talk is insipid after all that bright play of
fancy & affection which welcomes me daily with such vivacious
sweetness.
Tomorrow she will come, yes! tomorrow, as I pray. And
until then I must dream of her & muse of her, & chew the cud of
sweet & bitter fancy over the delicious past.
I depend on a letter tomorrow; if only a line.
I hope that you were fortunate this morning. My heart
misgives me.
He left his chain & seal as well as his watch in Grosvenor St.
Adieu sweetest-I know you have thought of me, by the
assurance of my own heart.
Thine ownll
Her step sounds in my father's hall, her voice
Echoes within the chambers of my youth;
And for a moment if my heart rejoice,
Lonely so long, & where I deemed, in sooth,
The sunshine of soft thoughts no more should dwell,
Have I not cause? For is there not a spell
Of rare enchantment on my raptured life,
Tinging all things with its immortal light,
I°Hughenden Papers, Reel 10, A/X/A/48, pp. 3-4. Of the individuals mentioned by
Disraeli, Joseph Planta was Principal Librarian of the British Museum from 1799 to
1827; Matthew Maty served also as Principal Librarian, 1772-1776; Henry Hervey
Baber, a clergyman, held the post of Keeper of Printed Books, 1812-1837; and Henry
Hallam, a historian, became a trustee of the British Museum in 1837. Planta was born
in Switzerland, but came to London as a child; Maty, the son of a Frenchman, was
reared in Holland; Baber, however, was a native of England.
11 Hughenden Papers, Reel 1, A/I/A/32, August 20, 1838. Historians and others
interested in Disraeli owe a considerable debt to his wife, who preserved virtually
every letter Disraeli wrote to her before and after their marriage. See Monypenny, II,
70. All italicized words in the letters indicate underlined words in the originals.
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While images of sorrow and of strife
Before it fade, & all is sweet and bright
As her own face. Ah! sweet one, once to sigh
That such a face might love me, was a dream
Might well become a poet's fantasy;
And on me now, say, can it deign to beam?12
Disraeli's letters to and from the women in his life-notably wife Mary
Anne and sister Sarah-constitute a source of much fascination, but none of
the correspondence is more interesting than his exchanges with Queen
Victoria. Although he honored scrupulously the convention of writing to the
monarch in the third person, Disraeli managed to bring life and verve into his
formal letters to the Queen. One much-quoted example of his interesting
style may be found in the second paragraph of the following excerpt from a
long letter he sent to her in 1868, at the outset of his first Ministry:
Although Mr. Disraeli is aware that your Majesty is
naturally disinclined to the entrance of strangers into your
Majesty's service, he is nevertheless much inclined to bring before
your Majesty the claims of Mr. Ward Hunt, the present Secretary
of the Treasury, to the post. Mr. Disraeli would be much
mistaken if Mr. Ward Hunt would not prove a very distinguished
Minister of Finance. He is a gentleman by birth, and Member for
his County of Northampton, but being a younger son, who
succeeded to the estate by the unexpected death of his brother,
has had the advantage of a legal training for the Bar.
Mr. Disraeli ought to observe to your Majesty, that Mr.
Ward Hunt's appearance is rather remarkable, but anything but
displeasing. He is more than six feet four inches in stature, but
does not look so tall from his proportionate breadth; like St.
Peter's, no one is at first aware of his dimensions. But he has the
sagacity of the elephant, as well as the form. The most simple,
straightforward, and truthful man Mr. Disraeli ever met; and of a
very pleasing and amiable expression of countenance.13
12 Hughenden Papers, Reel 1, AlIIA/33, ,August 23, 1838. During the time Disraeli
courted Mary Anne, his penmanship improved·markedly in legibility only to lapse into
its usual middling quality after the object of his affections had been won!
1 3Victoria, Queen of Great Britain, The Letters of Queen Victoria; A Selection from Her
Majesty's Correspondence and Journal between the Years 1862 and 1878 [but third
volume reads 1862 and 1885], 2d ser., ed. George Earle Buckle. 3 vols. New York:
Longmans Green, 1926-28, I, 507. Two additional three-volume sets, identified as
the first and the third series, contain selected letters from Queen Victoria's
correspondence during the years 1837 through 1861 and 1886 through 1901
respectively. The three companion sets, totalling nine volumes, are in the holdings of
the Syracuse University Library'.
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In another notable letter to the Queen, dated November 24, 1875,
Disraeli announced in elated tones that he had succeeded in buying a sizable
block of shares in the Suez Canal:
Mr. Disraeli with his humble duty to your Majesty:
It is just settled: you have it, Madam. The French
Government has been out-generaled. They tried too much,
offering loans at an usurious rate, and with conditions, which
would have virtually given them the government of Egypt.
The Khedive, in despair and disgust, offered your Majesty's
Government to purchase his shares outright. He never would
listen to such a proposition before.
Four millions sterling! and almost immediately. There was
only one firm that could do it-Rothschilds. They behaved
admirably; advanced the money at a low rate, and the entire
interest of the Khedive is now yours, Madam.
Yesterday the Cabinet sate [sic] four hours and more on
this, and Mr. Disraeli has not had one moment's rest to-day;
therefore this despatch must be pardoned, as his head is rather
weak. He will tell the whole wondrous tale to-morrow.
He was in Cabinet to-day, when your Majesty's second
telegram arrived, which must be his excuse for his brief and
stupid answer: but it was 'the crisis.'
The Government and Rothschilds agreed to keep it secret,
but there is little doubt it will be known to-morrow from
Cairo. 14
Disraeli's purchase of the Canal shares, as recounted in his breathtaking
message, drew an enthusiastic response from Victoria:
This is indeed a great & important event-which when
known will, the Queen feels sure, be most popular in the country.
The great sum is the only disadvantage.
The Queen will be anxious to know all about it from Mr.
Disraeli, when she sees him today. 1 5
At about the same time, the Queen made the following glowing entry in her
journal:
Received a box from Mr. Disraeli, with the very important
news that the Government has purchased the Viceroy of Egypt's
shares in the Suez Canal for four millions, which gives us
complete security for India, and altogether places us in a very safe
14 As quoted in Monypenny, V, 448-49. Disraeli frequently used the archaic form, sate,
as the past tense and past participle of sit.
15Hughenden Papers, Reel 38, B!XIX!B!393, November 25, 1875.
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position! An immense thing. It is entirely Mr. Disraeli's doing.
Only three or four days ago I heard of the offer and at once
supported and encouraged him, when at that moment it seemed
doubtful, and then to-day all has been satisfactorily settled. 1 6
The Queen and her favorite Prime Minister wrote to one another on a
truly massive scale while he was in office. Not all of this correspondence
related to affairs of state, however. Victoria frequently sent him presents and
good wishes, and he reciprocated in full measure. As a result, many of their
letters contain extraordinarily charming passages, of which a few samples of
Disraeli origin appear below:
Mr. Disraeli with his humble duty to your Majesty.
He gratefully thanks your Majesty for your Majesty's
delightful present. He likes the primroses so much better for their
being wild: they seem an offering from the Fauns and Dryads of
the woods of Osborne; and camellias, blooming in the natural air,
become your Majesty's Faery Isle....17
Lord Beaconsfield offers his grateful acknowledgments for
the gracious wishes received this morning, from one, whose words
always sustain, and inspire him.
May the succeeding years be many, and worthy of the
brightness of Her fate and mind.
For himself, he will be content, ifhe be spared long enough
to vindicate, the honor of his country, and to prove his fealty to a
beloved sovereign, to whom, with humble duty, he ventures, this
day, to offer the homage of his respectful affection. 18
Lord Beaconsfield with his humble duty to Your Majesty.
He has received this morning yr Majesty's gracious letter.
He cannot have a happy Xmas when yr Majesty is in
grief.... Ever since he has been intimately connected with yr
Majesty, Your Majesty has been to him a guardian Angel, & much
that he has done that is right, is due to you, Madam. He often
thinks how he can repay yr Majesty, but he has nothing more to
give, having given to yr Majesty his hand and his heart. 1 9
16 Victoria, Letters, 2d ser., II, 427-28.
17Hughenden Papers, Reel 150, R/I/A/Unnumbered, April 21, 1875 (letter is typed
copy and not in original handwriting).
18 Hughenden Papers, Reel 41, B/XIX/C/383, January 1, 1878.
19 Hughenden Papers, Reel 41, B/XIX/C/I06, December 26,1878.
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He wishes he could repose on a sunny bank, like Valentine
in the pretty picture, that fell from a rosy cloud this morn, but
the reverie of the happy youth would be rather different from
his. Valentine would dream of the future, & youthful loves, & all
under the inspiration of a beautiful clime! Ld. Beaconsfield no
longer in the sunset, but the twilight, of existence, must
encounter a life of anxiety, & toil; but this too, has, its romance,
when he remembers that he labbrs, for the most gracious of
beings.2o
As Prime Minister, Disraeli rarely missed an opportunity to send greetings to
the Queen on special days. His gracious gestures drew equally gracious
responses from Victoria. There follows a typical exchange, on the occasion of
an anniversary of the Queen's birthday:
On this day, the writer withdraws for a moment, from the
heat of party conflict, to breathe a wish, that this New Year in
your Majesty's existence, may be serene; and though, when he
remembers all your Majesty's trials, and all your sorrows, he will
not speak of happiness, he trusts that You will be sustained by
the recollection, that You live in the hearts and thoughts of many
millions, though in none more deeply, or more fervently, than in
the heart of him, who, with humble duty, pens these spontaneous
lines. 21
The Queen is very much touched by the extreme kindness
of Mr. Disraeli's letter on the occasion of her birthday. At her
age, & with the chief light, happiness and blessing of life gone, &
so many anxieties, & the loss of so many friends to deplore, great
happiness can hardly be hers any more. But she has much, very
much, to be thankful for, & for wI}. she trusts she is deeply
grateful. She knows how to appreciate Mr. Disraeli's unvarying
kindness & devotion w~ is a great help to her in her many trials &
difficulties.22
Not infrequently, Queen Victoria expressed her appreciation of Disraeli in
highly laudatory terms. In the final paragraph of a letter she sent him during
an international crisis, Victoria stated that "Lord Beaconsfield's career is one
of the most remarkable in the Annals of her Empire & none of her Ministers
have ever shown her more consideration & kindness than he has!,,2 3
20 Hughenden Papers, Reel 41, B/XIX/C/269, February 14, 1880.
21 Hughenden Papers, Reel 150, R/I/A/Unnumbered, May 24, 1875 (copy of original).
22 Hughenden Papers, Reel 37, B/XIX/B/282, May 26, 1875.
2 3 Hughenden Papers, Reel 38, B/XIX/B/735, March 29, 1877.
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The defeat of Disraeli's party at the polls in 1880 was an especially
severe blow to Queen Victoria. When the results of the election indicated that
she might lose his services as Prime Minister, Victoria sent him the following
telegram:
Very grateful for your kindness. What your loss to me as a
Minister would be it is impossible to estimate but I trust you will
always remain my friend to whom I can turn and on whom I can
rely. Hope you will come to Windsor on Sunday in the forenoon
and stop all day and dine and sleep.24
Two days later, after Disraeli had notified her formally of the defeat of his
party and the consequent need for him to resign the premiership, the Queen
suggested that they correspond henceforth on a personal basis. In a letter
marked "very private and confidential," she began:
Dear Lord Beaconsfield,
I cannot thank you for your most kind letter, wI} affected
me much-in the 3d person. It is too formal-& when we
correspond- wI) I hope we shall on many a private subject &
without anyone being astonished or offended-and even more
without anyone knowing ab! it,-I hope it will be in this more
easy form.....25
The Queen and the deposed Prime Minister did indeed dispense with
the third-person convention in their letters with one another until Disraeli
died about a year later. During his terminal illness, Victoria wrote movingly in
what was to be her last letter to Disraeli:
Dearest Lord Beaconsfield,
I send you a few of your favourite spring flowers, this time
from the slopes here. I will send more from Osborne. I wd have
preferred to come to see you but I think it is far better you shd
be quite quiet & that I may then have the great pleasure of
coming to see you when we come back from Osborne, wI]. wont
be long. You are very constantly in my thoughts, & I wish I could
do any thing to cheer you & be of the slightest use or comfort.
With earnest wishes for your uninterrupted progress in recovery.
Ever yours afftely26
24Hughenden Papers, Reel 40, B!XIX!B!1649, April 7,1880.
25 Hughenden Papers, Reel 40, B!XIX!B!16S1, April 9, 1880.
26 Hughenden Papers, Reel 40, B!XIX!B!1717, AprilS, 1881.
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The Queen gave expression to her grief over Disraeli's death by the following
entry in her journal on April 19, 1881:
Received the sad news that dear Lord Beaconsfield had
passed away. I am most terribly shocked and grieved, for dear
Lord Beaconsfield was one of my best, most devoted, and kindest
of friends, as well as wisest of counsellors. His loss is irreparable
to me and the country. To lose such a pillar of strength, at such a
moment, is dreadful! Just this day year, Lord Beaconsfield left
Windsor, having resigned, which he felt so much, and so did I, but
I was full of hope he might be my Minister again. Received a most
affecting letter from Lord Barrington. The end was a blessed one,
but oh! that it should have come. Have asked Lord Rowton to
come here as soon as he can, and he will do so to-morrow. 2 7
The microfilmed Hughenden collection appears on more than 150 reels,
with the principal sections arranged in the following lettering sequence: A)
Family, Domestic and Personal; B) Political; C) Honors and Titles; D) Mrs.
Disraeli's Papers; E) Literary; F) Benjamin D'Israeli the Edler's Papers; G)
Isaac D'Israeli's Papers; and H) Monypenny and Buckle's Papers.2 8 Numerous
subsections flesh out these broad categories. The Political section mls 65 reels
and is regarded by many researchers as the most important, but all sections of
the collection are valuable.
27Victoria, Letters, 2d ser., 111,210-11. Lord Rowton was at the bedside of Disraeli
when he died.
28With the receipt of Section H of the collection during the autumn of 1971, the total
number of reels rose to 155.
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The Role ofRare Books
in a University Library
by Charles W. Mann
Mr. c. Waller Barrett has said as recently as last spring, in an address
honoring the accession of the millionth book at Temple University, "If the
library is the heart of the university, the rare book area is the heart of the
library." There are a couple of responses to this statement. In the not-so-dim
past, in many libraries, it was questionable whether that particular heart of
the library was living or dead, and if indeed the rare book area could be called
the heart, the patient showed remarkable resilience in surviving. Also, Mr.
Barrett was speaking from the privileged and essential position of the
collector. I share his feeling that the collector does point the way for rare
book collections and that his foresight and fortitude are much appreciated by
those librarians who eventually must administer and care for what he brings
together. But looking at his statement from the inside and speaking as a rare
book curator, while I can agree with the sentiment expressed, I can not agree
with the implication that all things must permeate through the library system
from a given center. A library is a curious amalgam of its collections, housing
and staff, all of which taken together make up a personality which in many
cases becomes strangely vivid and real. It is very hard to say which portion is
more important than another.
Special collections are fortunate in this regard because they carry with
them a certain prestige, and often a recognizable identifying quality that
imbues personality. For instance, because of its fine author collections, the
Amherst Library has a deep association with Emily Dickinson and Robert
Frost which projects an ambience of value both on and beyond Amherst's
particular campus. Such readily apparent relationships go a long way toward
developing a library's personality, which is really a more attractive idea than
the often used analogy to the physical parts of the body. It is a truism that
the personality of a library is a sum total of its parts, all of which are vital:
undergraduate reading rooms, reference areas, documents, maps, microforms,
photoservices, interlibrary loan, technical processes, and so on.
All of these divisions and subdivisions must work and work well with
each other to keep the personality of a library vital. Cooperation and
Mr. Mann is Chief of Rare Books and Special Collections at the University
Libraries, Pennsylvania State University. His article is a revision ofan address
delivered at a Syracuse University Library Colloquium in December, 1971.
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exchange of knowledge between divisions are an absolute necessity. Use
whatever chain analogies you like, but a large research library serving a
resident, and in these days of branch campuses, a non-resident faculty and
student clientele, plus the vast world of scholarship and learning without,
must live or die on the interaction of its staff and collections. Like all
divisions in a university, rare book rooms exist to support the teaching
program, and that teaching program is built upon cooperation.
But let us consider rare book rooms and begin with the two basics:
collections and staff. As to collections, there must be principles of selection,
growth and service in order to produce the best that the budget and the skill
of the staff can sustain. A purchase budget is a mixed blessing. Rare book
librarians have learned to live with one and, surprisingly to some, without
one. Funds for building collections are wonderful to have, but funds to
support the morale and energy of a dedicated rare book staff are even more
important. Sometimes I think a smaller collection with an energetic staff
making the most of what is available can become more effective than a larger
on~ forced by rising costs and lack of staff to curtail services. We are familiar
with the recent desperate situation facing the New York Public Library. For
some months the theater collections at Lincoln Center have been out of
public reach and, despite sturdy efforts to improve the situation, may
conceivably remain so for some time to come. Those of us who used the
collection in its low-ceilinged former home in the Forty-Second Street stacks
would now wish it back there. As one more drawback, many large institutions
have vast piles of storage material unsorted and uncataloged, therefore
exercising only a potential value. The scale and emphasis of acquisition in a
special collection should reflect the available staff and housing to handle it.
This does not mean that I am against adequate budgets or large collections.
Far from it! A large collection means lots of information, and a good rare
book collection must be laden with information in depth, not just with
splendid relics of the past.
This need for maintaining sometimes strange and curious areas of
information in depth is a point most difficult to make when describing a
research or rare book library to the uninitiated. There are those who feel that
the library is a tool and not a resource, who feel that making provision for a
good sprinkling of new books and a strong discard program alone will keep a
collection healthy and moderately wealthy, although we must add that such a
policy would be somewhat less than wise. Rare book and special collection
librarians should develop collecting, codes which reflect the tradition of
learning and the local history of the area of their institutions, which means
building to existing strengths and supporting existing programs; yet at the
same time the codes must be flexible and must provide means to break new
ground in meaningful and realizable ways. Rare books and special collections
demand a super-selective yet in some cases exhaustive approach to retro-
spective and current publications, whether by purchase if they are fortunate
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enough to have a budget or endowment funds, or by a careful and choosy
solicitation for support from donors if they do not. In the end, careful
selection becomes an economical process; a solid scholarly item or a
beautifully printed book is often worth more, both as an artifact and as a
book to read, after twenty-five years of service than it was when it first saw
print. We could all note examples of facsimiles, special editions of historical
texts, and literary works which appeared and were available either in trade or
subscription lists for a while and then disappeared from sight, only to surface
at prices which are the despair of the. present book trade. This problem
cannot really be licked. We are not all-knowing, and a good work is not
always immediately recognizable. Also, costs for certain kinds of fine books,
such as text facsimiles and art catalogs, continue to rise. Picking and choosing
is a hard business and only time supports or condemns our choices. Once,
with limited funds to draw upon, I had a choice between facsimiles of The
Douce Apocalypse and The Canterbury Psalter and took the Douce under the
delusion that it was the less common. Twelve years passed before I found
another copy of the Canterbury Psalter facsimile.
Somehow standards of purchase need to be developed and the
incredible flood of dealers' and auction catalogs must be perused and
digested. Even if one does not buy many of the books listed in a catalog, he
must be aware of what is available and what the cost factors have become,
and somehow merge the present demands from students and faculty with the
less pressing demands of the future. To build a collection continually only in
response to demand is to risk winding up with a collection of lesser
significance or ephemeral interest. In a way, such "responSive" purchasing can
sometimes be justified on an item-by-item basis, by considering books and
papers as raw material. If the library is the laboratory of the Liberal Arts as I
have heard it said, one could fancifully work out an equation. If six letters of
Henry James for $550 produce one article, if seven letters of Richard Henry
Stoddard for $125 make one thesis paper, then supposedly the material has
paid its initial cost, and it can remain on the shelves with its rent paid in the
hope that a collateral use for it will come up some time later. I say this is a
fanciful exercise, for one can get caught in a net seeking tangible returns in
these areas. A vast collection on American sociology at Penn State has
resulted in a couple of Ph.D.'s, and on top of that was a gift. Yet it took
twelve years of shifting and moving about and a year of staff time to put it in
order before it was ready for use. Try to work out an equation for something
of that nature; cost figures would be shocking.
The concern with retrospective acquiring of rare books has been
accented recently by the burgeoning reprint industry, which may seem to
render the original book unnecessary. But reprints too are scarce and
expensive; many depend upon an advance subscription before they even see
print. Another curious thing is that many rare books have been reprinted or
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issued in a new edition several times but somehow the reprint evaporates and
in some cases becomes harder to find than the original.
Faddishness is one of the derogatory words directed at special
collections, and who can deny that the wish to be "with it" pervades even
rare book rooms? I admit without shame that Penn State has the papers of
our local SDS (Students for a Democratic Society) and happily cheer the fact
that we have the papers of the former Federal Commissioner of Narcotics and
a stack of Black Panther comic books. The narcotics material came with little
ceremony years ago, along with a gift of five hundred dollars to make it
possible for a student to work with the collection. Yet ten years ago we could
not find a student who was interested enough to work in narcotics and had to
go searching for a recipient for the grant. But is the fact that we have already
started a new collection of Women's Lib materials really a reflection of a
considered policy, or just a sign that the subject is currently popular with
staff and faculty?
Special collections staffs are in eternal search of a balance in
retrospective collecting. The American Antiquarian Society in recent years
has redefined its collections rather severely because of space limitations. Its
cut-off date for American material is now the centennial year of 1876, and it
intends to maintain this policy strictly. To this end it has divested itself of its
South American books and has stopped collecting in other areas. University
libraries perforce must be more catholic. Norman Mailer in paperback on the
Frazier-Ali fight, Giraldi Cinthio on Renaissance poetic theory, Frank Harris
and the Little Blue Books may come up in a single hour of rare book room
time. The range is as wide as that of the reference desk. Always we are
plagued or delighted by the unexpected. In some cases the foresight of our
predecessors comes to our aid; this should underline our collecting codes. As
rare book librarians we must be aware constantly that much of what we do is
for the benefit of people who are not even born as yet. For instance, long
before Penn State had a rare book room, it had some rare books. Thanks to
the efforts of a little known Pittsburgh preacher named Hay who collected
Hawthorne in the 1920's, Penn State today is a friend to the Hawthorne
Project at Ohio State. In the 1930's Penn State librarian Willard Lewis put
bookseller Karl Goedecke to work scouting the hillsides for Pennsylvania
imprints which came in by the hundreds, many costing as little as seventy-five
cents or a dollar and a half. The resulting Pennsylvania imprint collection,
arranged by place and date, is a joy to work with and is in constant use for
every purpose from city planning to'astrology. We cannot predict whether the
collections we are building now will be useful; we hope they will be but we
may never know.
What about housing and accessibility? Let me put the ugliest face on
this aspect of rare book room administration for the moment. Somehow,
commensurate with security, special handling and limited staff, the university
rare book room must open its doors to allow smooth and free access. It must
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avoid at all costs becoming a last bastion of class differences in the shape of a
quiet museum at the top of a stairwell. A warm, attractive and open reading
room is a necessity; rare book housings should convey a delicate balance of
care, protection, good humor and accessibility. We must avoid the implied
idea that because a book is worthwhile, we have put it somewhere where it
can not be used. We must take care not to overemphasize, under the guise of
protecting books, the curatorial nature of our profession and forget that we
are librarians. I hope the situation in which the librarian becomes an
unwarranted interference between the scholar and his books rarely arises any
more.
Today, I think the really sad state of affairs is that in which rare book
collections go untended, where memorial, archival, stored or other materials
subsist inside a library, yet are without librarians to look after them. Several
times recently I have been taken into hot and dusty side rooms with drawn
shades or into remote caged stacks to find good materials unused and in the
worst circumstances, suffering from neglect. A rare book collection with a
librarian, even if only on a part-time basis, is an altogether different thing.
One can sense a good conductor when listening to an orchestra; so too, one
can sense whether things are going well in a rare book division. The old
appellation of "an island of reserve" is fast fading. How many harassed and
busy rare book librarians must wince when they are complimented wistfully
on being above the battle and free from the stress and imbroglio engaging
their colleagues.
Throughout any library there exists a marvelous array of resources
which constantly relate to one another. Take microforms for instance, which
might be considered the enemy of rare books. Who with a good microfilm at
hand needs originals? However, much of our work with rare books depends
upon establishing texts, discovering variants and recording censuses of copies;
the microforms are of immeasurable help in this regard. An example of my
own faith in and concern with microforms has been that I have constantly
aided series purchases such as the Yale Baroque German Literature
publications with rare book funds. Such great series as the Short Title Catalog
on microfilm or the Readex Microprint forms enhance the value of the
material on our shelves; they do not conflict with it. Questions on selection
and cataloging of microforms are a matter of constant discussion among the
acquisitions, microforms and rare book departments at Penn State.
We also maintain very close ties with the reference division, and the
recent trend toward subject specialists in reference such as in romance
languages and Slavic languages has only added to the harmonious relationship.
Every large collection acquired by the library is vetted for rare materials by a
representative from acquisitions, a subject bibliographer, faculty members
and rare book personnel. It is amazing how many librarians are really book
scouts at heart. In turn, I have spent my time fielding questions at an
information desk and have learned much from the experience. In particular, I
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have learned of what real importance good reference people can be to a rare
book program. There is a vast literature of books about books, much of
which is essential to the proper use of a rare book collection. A few libraries
have tried to house these in special collections reading rooms but, aside from
the basic sets of some works, they only scratch the surface. We must depend
upon the reference division to maintain and service many of our most useful
tools. Also, I teach a rare-books-oriented graduate course in bibliography, and
without the willing assistance of the reference staff, who ungrudgingly absorb
the torrent of questions my students bring them, the course would be much
the poorer.
All of this interaction seems somehow obvious to me. Interlibrary loan,
acquisitions and rare books seem to merge as a matter of course when
discussing locations of texts available either in microform on request or in the
stocks of antiquarian book dealers. In recent years our maps, photoservices
and documents departments, the Arts Library, the local county library, and
the university departments of arts, history and economics all have been
involved in the planning of shopping malls and the restoring of buildings in
our local communities. The rare book collection had much information in the
way of histories, maps, plans and photographs but to make them truly useful,
cooperation with the rest of the library was necessary at every turn. I find
that I cannot live without any of the departmental divisions in our library;
even the computer and I are wary if disillusioned friends. Penn State has a
large network of tiny but related campuses and these draw upon special
collections more than one might think; in order to get information to them,
computer-produced printouts can be quite useful.
In considering the university community which uses the library, a rare
book staff must always be on the alert so that possible working materials in a
collection are not overlooked. This means scanning the publications list of the
faculty and the university catalog, noting the courses taught. It means
checking out the specialties of new professors and keeping track of the
changing work of the older ones. It means, above all, taking an active and
cooperative share in the planning and programs of the departments and the
interdepartmental institutes of arts and humanities, medieval area programs
and Renaissance studies which have proliferated in recent years. By the
process of researching a university faculty, some unusual angles can be
recognized and taken advantage of. One of my great surprises was to find that
Penn State offers a course in imaginary geography. When I called up the
instructor, he mirrored my own ast<;mishment when I told him we had an
extensive collection of imaginary voyages and utopian fiction. What I am
emphasizing here is that rare book divisions have every obligation to be active
in directly promoting the use of their research facilities and materials by
students and faculty. Such activity can be supported by the use of exhibits,
by classroom presentations, applications of funds and the provision of a
forum or room for special events and special teaching programs. This does not
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mean that an event is held in a rare book room because there is a carpet on
the floor and not too many people are displaced. Far from it. The event
should be related to books, whether celebrating the accession of a gift
collection or the visit of a distinguished writer to the campus. The event
should, whenever possible, be underlined by a related exhibit or address
stressing the importance of books and libraries.
I have not said much about the vital and exhilarating area of rare book
cooperation, which extends beyond the bounds of the university campus. In
this age of interest in things antiquarian, the importance of rare books for
community, state and national use is becoming ever plainer. Also, as all rare
book people are aware, the age of miracles in bibliography is now and not in
the past. Scores of important editions, checklists, inventories, census listings
and cooperative projects are currently underway. One need only cite the
National Union Catalog of Manuscript Collections, the editions coming out
under the stamp of the Modern Language Association's Center for Editions of
American Authors, the revision of American Literary Manuscripts, Jacob
Blanck's Bibliography of American Literature, and the revision of short title
catalogs as a few examples. All of these projects have been enormously
dependent, not only on the scholarly staff designated to implement them, but
also on rare book librarians.
Rare book librarians are, in a sense, made by accident. Certainly they
are made not by library schools but by books and people; they should know
as many as possible of both. We don't ask our rare book employees much
about conservation or how to run down a price in American Book Prices
Current. We ask them what their special interests have been, where they have
worked, what they have done. We look for people who know about books in
their fields, who will fall into the special routine of looking after rare ones
with great naturalness. Training of course would be good to have, but aside
from actually working in a rare book library, it is not generally available. In
these changing times most library schools have so much material that must be
presented that only a few courses in analytical bibliography and the history
of the book can be included in the curricula. However, in whatever manner
people may find their way into working with rare books, they should be
encouraged to do so. Here and there in this country we have collections
which are in sore need of curators who can give the collections their due, in
order that their true functions may be realized. Too often special collections
are neglected, .and thus gain a poor reputation which is no fault of the books.
Let me conclude by restating that a rare book department is not
maintained just for its own sake, nor is it a form of invested capital. It is as
essential to the climate of learning of a university as all the other functioning
units in the library of which it is an equal part.
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The A.E. Coppard Papers at Syracuse
by Arsine Schmavonian
Some of the most choice collections in the Manuscript Department of
Syracuse University Libraries are also among the most modest in extent. The
papers of English author and poet A.E. Coppard fit into both categories.
Housed comfortably in a single box, fifty-five letters, three short stories in
holograph and one speech provide a close look at Coppard's literary theories,
criticism, opinions of his own work and that of a few others, reaction to
approaches regarding dramatizing, filming or televising his prose works,
dealings with publishers, and his activities on behalf of world peace through
the Authors' World Peace Appeal in the early 1950's.
Alfred Edgar Coppard was born of humble parents in Folkestone, Kent,
in 1878. His formal education was ended by an extended illness when he was
nine years old; once recovered, he went to work in London instead of
returning to school. Until 1919 he was a shop boy, office boy, clerk and
accountant in a variety of businesses, educating himself through constant
study and the reading of poetry. He began writing in 1907 while employed as
an accountant in an engineering firm at Oxford, but met with considerable
difficulty in getting his work published during the early years. In 1919 he
resigned his job and took to writing full time, living in real poverty for two
years until the publication of Adam and Eve and Pinch Me.
The earliest letter in the collection, dated September 9, 1921, refers to
this first book, which also was the first publication of the Golden Cockerel
Press, a private press established by Harold Midgely Taylor at Waltham, St.
Lawrence, with which Coppard maintained a relationship for many years. A
few of his short stories had been published previously but in speaking of his
first full book, he wrote, "I have not published any other volumes, indeed it
is amazing that I am printed at all for the MS was rejected by all the leading
publishers." Between 1922 and 1954, twenty-four more books followed,
most of them collections of short stories, four of them volumes of poetry.!
Twenty letters in the collection are addressed to Coppard's publishers
or relate in some way to the publication of his books. While their major
lClorinda Walks in Heaven, 1922, The Blaek Dog, 1923, Fishmonger's Fiddle, 1925, The
Field ofMustard, 1926, Count Stefan, 1928, Silver Circus, 1928, The Gollan, 1929, Pink
Furniture (a juvenile), 1930, Nixey's Harlequin, 1931, Rummy, 1932, Dunky Pitlow,
1933, Polly Oliver, 1935, Ninepenny Flute, 1937, You Never Know, Do You? 1939,
Tapster's Tapestry, 1939, Ugly Anna and Other Tales, 1944, Fearful Pleasures, 1946,
The Dark-Eyed Lady: Fourteen Tales, 1947, Collected Tales, 1948, and Lucy in Her
Pink Jacket, 1954. The four volumes of poetry are Hips and Haws, 1922, Pelegea, 1926,
Yokohama Garland, 1926, and Collected Poems, 1928.
The three stores in the Manuscript Department, in the original corrected holograph
form, are "Silver Circus," "Ugly Anna," and "You Never Know, Do You?"
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subject is the transaction of business, paragraphs of personal opinion, taste,
philosophy or criticism appear frequently:
It is a far cry back to Sarah Grand. I never read one of her
books, tho I can remember their vogue. Her contention that life is
lived more intensely in villages than in cities is arguable. It depends
on what you get in either place. Experience may be anywhere. You
can set the Brontes and Hardy against Maupassant and James Joyce.
It seems that it is rather your capacity for living than your setting
that counts.2
This is fairly typical of the simple profundities and profound simplicities that
appear in the Coppard correspondence.
A handful of the letters have as subject the projected dramatization,
filming or televising of some of Coppard's tales. One acerbic note tells a
would-be collaborator on a dramatization:
I do not care at all for your version. Forgive me, but it has not
the faintest chance of being produced and if it were it would be
received with laughter. I can't go into all the points against it, -
there is no dramatic tension, no preparation for the second scene,
the dialogue is lacerating, and the final scene is awful. And it is clear
you have never been into a court and witnessed a big trial. I am
being quite frank, brutally frank, about this as it is obvious there is
no common ground between us for a play.
May I add that your 3 acts would not take an hour to play,
and that you have utterly and entirely missed the reason for the
schoolmaster's silence at the trial, a reason which is the only
conceivable justification for so highly improbable a story.3
Apparently Frederic Prokosch, as early as 1933, when he was a very
young poet at the threshold of his career, sent some of his work to Coppard.
There is no record in the Syracuse collection of whether or not Prokosch
asked for evaluation and criticism of his work, but Coppard gave it to him in
a letter of exceptional interest for its revelation of Coppard's own standards
and concepts of poetry and criticism: 4
I should admire that very fine piece Andromeda without any
sort of qualification if I were not perturbed a little by the phrase
2 July 2, 1930 to "Blackshaw."
3September 26, 1929, to "Bason."
4 July 18, 1933.
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"decayed to purity", my mind does not leap to recognition of such a
paradox - it is artificial rather than spontaneous.
Of The Last Volume the first three stanzas seem to me very
fine indeed. There is an original idea very beautifully expressed, but
the other verses of that poem are rather like scraps of paper thrown
after the foregoing. Clever, I grant you, but truly I shrink from
seeing other most lovely lines wrested into alien forms.... A
pastiche, however well done, means lowering your own flag from its
topmost height. ...
I know the great desire a poet has to consolidate his pictures
into a whole that shall express some universal idea, to communize
his personal vision....
I realize the enormous difficulty, but a conquered difficulty is
poetry....
Octoeon I like, but do not care for Toothed by the silver of his
hounds. That verb isn't inevitable, it is capricious....
In England bough is pronounced with the sound of cow,
trough is pronounced trawf. ...
Despite your fondness for words and phrases your poetry
seems to me to be informed by a general atmosphere which is
peculiar to you, and rich and rare; it does not seem to be dependent
on the words, and is marmoreal in its effect rather than pictorial in
its essence. I fancy I have mentioned before how greatly I admire
your handling of what I can only call "delayed" rhythms, such as
you use in The Wave
"It moves, and blows into the inner ocean
The thinner flood."
or
"Strewing the broken bones of men; and moving
Again, again."
Only a very fine ear could catch such music.
Thank you and thanks again for the book; it is a lovely thing
in every way, and if I have seemed to carp a little it is only because I
believe in you and enjoy the beauty of your poetry so much that I
want to drop a hint when I think it may be useful. And I do it in all
humility, for I know that no two people think alike about aesthetics,
and though one may have pretensions to a standard one's ideas are
after all merely one's own.
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The majority of the score of letters concerned with world peace, dated
in 1951 and 1952, are written on the letterhead of the Authors' World Peace
Appeal, which bears this statement:
We writers believe that our civilization is unlikely to survive
another world war. We believe that differing political and economic
systems can exist side by side on the basis of peacefully negotiated
settlements. As writers we want peace and through our work will try
and get it; and pledge ourselves to encourage an international
settlement through peaceful negotiation. We condemn writing liable
to sharpen existing dangers and hatred. As signatories we are
associated with no political movement, party or religious belief, but
are solely concerned with trying to stop the drift to war.
On June 20, 1951, Coppard wrote to Robert Greacen, asking him to
Jom "a small working Committee with the limited aim of circulating the
Appeal and issuing a Bulletin...." Seventeen subsequent letters about the
work of the Committee are addressed to Greacen. Another, employing strong
language and bristling with indignation, addressed to the editor of The
Observer under the date of November 20, 1951, begins, "Will you allow me
space to say that your reference to the Authors' World Peace Appeal is the
sort of misleading and malicious journalism that authors throughout the
world are pledging themselves to deny." After making it very clear that the
AWPA "bears not the slightest resemblance to the Stockholm Peace Appeal"
and spelling out his resentment over other specific statements in an Observer
editorial regarding the AWPA, Coppard ends his letter with, "May I suggest
that the next time you feel an urge to comment on the activities of the
AWPA you get your reporter to ring me up ... and I will engage to enchant
his ear - the one on the Right, the long one - with some authentic
information." The single speech in the collection is an eleven-page typed
"Statement for 1951 Conference Opening," read by Coppard at the start of
the Authors' World Peace Appeal conference of that year, with his frequent
corrections made in red ink.
Kunitz and Haycraft, in the 1942 edition of Twentieth Century
Authors, say "Mr. Coppard is primarily a poet - he has written and published
much verse, both in conventional and irregular forms - and his prose stories
have a definitely poetic quality.... Ford Madox Ford has said of him: 'He is
almost the first English prose writer to get into English prose the peculiar
quality of English lyric poetry. I do not mean that he is metrical; I mean that
hitherto no English prose writer has had the fancy, the turn of imagination,
the wisdom, the as it were piety, and the beauty of the great seventeenth-
-century lyricists like Donne or Herbert - or even Herrick. And that
particular quality is the best thing that England has to show.' "
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"That particular quality" is evident in even such a small collection of
fifty-five letters, three short stories and one speech as Syracuse boasts in the
A.E. Coppard Papers.
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Openfor Research.
Notes on Collections
The Dewitt Family Papers, 1768-1850, now ready for research use in
the Manuscripts Department, are a valuable addition to the Library's local
history collections. The papers consist of correspondence, financial and legal
records, surveying records, writings and memorabilia. The records of Moses
Dewitt, an important figure in the early history of Onondaga County,
account for eighty per cent of the collection; DeWitt Clinton, Simeon Dewitt
and General James Clinton also are represented, as are the Clinton,
Cuddeback, Hardenburgh, Rossa, Burnet and DePuy related families. Other
non-related prominent figures in the history of the area are represented in the
correspondence, among them Peter Schuyler, Stephen Van Rensselaer, Joseph
Annin, Comfort Tyler, Asa Danforth, Samuel Kirkland, John Lincklaen and
Peter Smith. Among topics discussed in the correspondence are the Iroquois
League, the building of the Erie Canal, and the American Revolution.
Journals and field books among Moses Dewitt's surveying records show
the progress and daily activities of Dewitt and his associates as they surveyed
parts of Chemung, Cayuga, Onondaga and Oswego counties, twenty-five
townships in the Military Tract and the New York-Pennsylvania boundary.
They reveal the location of landmarks, boundaries, measurements, lot
locations and geographical features. Journals, of a small size and containing
brief entries, record Moses Dewitt's experiences on a number of short trips
and his activities during part of 1815.
The papers of Dr. Benjamin Spock date from 1925 to 1968 and relate
to both his personal life and his varying careers as pediatrician, educator and
political activist. His involvement in politics is evident chiefly through papers
concerning the National Committee for a Sane Nuclear Policy (SANE), of
which he was a national co-chairman. Correspondence arising from his
medical work has to do with child health and rearing problems, requests to
write for publication, speaking engagements and travel arrangements.
Correspondence with such nationally prominent persons as Norman
Cousins, Taylor Caldwell, J. William Fulbright, Vance Hartke, Hubert
Humphrey, Homer A. Jack, Robert Kennedy, George McGovern, A. J. Muste,
Walter Reuther, Sargent Shriver, Linus Pauling, Norman Thomas, Lyndon B.
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Johnson and Stephen A. Young includes as topics of discussion the Vietnam
peace movement, nuclear disarmament, state and national politics, the
Democratic Party, international relations, education and civil rights.
Dr. Spock's writings form the largest segment of the collection and
include articles, books and speeches in various stages of completion, from
drafts to published volumes. The speeches are devoted for the most part to
political topics, including the Vietnam war, disarmament and the cold war.
The collection includes many 'autographed and inscribed presentation copies
of published works, those of both Dr. Spock and other writers.
The correspondence of Alphonse'de Lamartine (1790-1869), French
poet, historian and politician, dates from 1829 to 1867 and concerns his
personal, literary and political affairs. Lamartine's earliest career was that of
poet. He won the name and popularity through publication of his first book,
Meditations, in 1820, followed it with Nouvelles Meditations in 1823, and
was elected to the Academie Fran~aise in 1829. He became a member of the
National Assembly of France in 1833 and during the revolution of 1848 was
foreign minister of the provisional government and one of five members of
the Executive Committee. He continued writing and in 1847 published his
Histoire des Girondins. By 1849 he had given up political life entirely; he
continued to write, producing several other histories and a special edition of
his collected works.
The majority of the letters are from Lamartine to his niece, Valentine
de Cessiat, to whom he wrote freely and often concerning the above matters.
Approximately twenty are addressed to persons outside the family. Three of
the letters are to Lamartine from his niece, and twelve were written by
Madame de Lamartine to her physician.
The LeRoi Jones Papers, 1957-1965, comprise correspondence,
writings and memorabilia of the American poet, playwright and black
separatist leader, and the records of Yugen; a magazine of poetry edited by
Jones in the East Village of New York City, where he was associated with the
so-called "Beat Generation" in the late fifties and early sixties.
The major portion of the collection is made up of Jones' writings and
includes drafts, revisions and other typescript forms of his books: The System
of Dante's Hell and Blues People: Negro Music in White America, four plays,
poems, a short story, book and music reviews, articles and essays. The Yugen
magazine records include manuscripts of verse, short stories and articles by a
number of the most prominent writers of the particular literary coterie with
which Jones was associated, including Diane DiPrima, Allen Ginsberg, Jack
Kerouac, Walter Lowenfels, Michael McClure, William Carlos Williams and
many others.
An addition to Civil War papers recently prepared for research use is a
collection of a hundred letters, a diary and a few pieces of memorabilia of
Samuel B. Massa, paymaster in the United States Navy throughout the war.
During 1862 Massa was paymaster's clerk aboard the Cayuga, which was
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active in the taking of New Orleans, Baton Rouge and Donaldsville on the
lower Mississippi River. In 1863 he became paymaster of the steamsloop
Pensacola, also stationed in Mississippi, and the following year moved to
Cairo, Illinois, as paymaster on the fleet receiving ship Great Western,
remaining in Cairo until 1865 when he was transferred to the Boston Navy
Yard. Massa's letters to members of his family are fIlled with detail about
naval battles, life in the Navy, and social conditions he encountered in
occupied Southern territory; the diary includes vivid descriptions of life on
board ship and the Battle of New Orleans in 1862. Both diary and letters bear
skilfully drawn maps and pencil sketches of fortifications and gunboats.
Among recently acquired books in the Rare Book Department are one
sixteenth-century, two seventeenth-century and two eighteenth-century
volumes, two in Latin, two in German and one translated from the Greek.
They are
Des Blutigen Schau-Platzes oder Martyrer-Spiegels der Tauffs-
Gesinnten. (Concerning the cruel treatment of the Mennonite martyrs.)
Ephrata, Pennsylvania, Drucks and Verlags, 1749. Two volumes in one, in
original leather-covered wooden boards with brass corners and clasps.
Publii Terentii Afri Comoediae. The Comedies of Terence. Birmingham,
John Baskerville, 1772. In contemporary gold-tooled red morocco binding.
Eusebius Pamphili, Bishop of Caesarea, The Ancient Ecclesiastical!
Histories of the First Six Hundred Yeares after Christ, Written in the Greek
Tongue by three learned Historiographers, Eusebius, Socrates and Evagrius
... together with Eusebius' Life ofConstantine and Constantine's Oration to
the Clergy. Translated by Meredith Hammer. London, Printed by George
Miller, 1636. 4th edition.
Marchett, Caspar, Anmerckung und Natu.rliche Gedancken/nebest
Astrologischen Muthmassungen Von dem 1m ablauffenden 1652sten Jahre
Auf Cometen-Art/Wiewol tunckel und Kurtz-erschienen Neben Stern, auff
guter Freunde Ansuchen den curieusen Nachfragern zu dienst und gefallen
abgefasset und ausgegeben. (Notes and natural thoughts with astrological
conjectures of the period of time during the year 1652. Concerning the
behavior of comets as well as meteorites and recently appearing new stars,
written at the behest of good friends to serve and to please the curious.)
Stralsund, Michael Meder, 1653.
Pribicero, Iacobo, De Cometa dui sub Finem Anni a Nato Christo,
1577, conspectus est . .. (Concerning two comets which were seen toward
the end of the year of our Lord 1577.) Novisolii, Christophorus Sculteti,
1578.
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News ofthe Library and Library
Associates
Executive Committee Meetings, January 26 and February 17, 1972
At a meeting of the Library Associates Executive Committee on
January 26, Chancellor Melvin A. Eggers introduced Vice President Alexander
N. Charters and announced the appointment of Dr. Charters as the
representative of Library Associates to the Chancellor's office. Dr. Charters
will work with the Board of Trustees of Library Associates in carrying
forward the programs of the organization.
Chairman Benjamin J. Lake appointed Mr. David A. Fraser as
c<Tchairman of the Finance Committee with Mr. Warren B. Murphy.
The Executive Committee voted to submit to the Board of Trustees a
motion to revise the Constitution to permit the expenditure of funds at the
discretion of the Board of Trustees.
The Committee voted the appointment of Miss Arsine Schmavonian as
editor of The Courier and approved a suggestion of the Editorial Board that
the July and October 1972 issues of The Courier be combined to form a
special double Library Dedication issue to be published in September.
At the February meeting of the Executive Committee, total contribu-
tions received from donors between July 1, 1971 and February 17, 1972
were announced in the sum of $4,185, with income from The Courier and
other publications for the same period noted at $1,634.
Chairman Lake announced with regret the resignation of Mrs. William
L. Broad as chairman of the Membership Committee. The Executive
Committee expressed the hope that Mrs. Broad will continue to lend her
presence and her ability to the affairs of the Board of Trustees.
The Committee continued discus&ions begun previously on plans for a
membership drive and for the dedication program of the Bird Library.
Dedication of the Ernest S. Bird Library
Ceremonies marking the dedication of the Bird Library have been
scheduled for September 15, 1972, according to Mr. Warren N. Boes, Director
of Libraries. Library Associates will be involved in the program in a number
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of ways and plans are being formed for special Library Associates events,
including participation in the dedication luncheon, a symposium and a
Library Associates dinner to be held in the new library building. Chancellor
Eggers discussed preliminary plans for the dedication with the Executive
Committee at its January meeting and the Committee voiced approval of the
general sequence of events for the program.
Annual Meeting
The annual meeting of Library Associates will be held on May 5, 1972,
at the University Club in Syracuse. Following a business meeting, members
will tour the Bird Library with Mr. Boes and a member of the firm of King
and King, architects of the building, as guides. Luncheon will be served
following the tour and an opportunity for questions and answers relating to
the new library will be provided.
Special Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Mayfield Announced
Mr. John S. Mayfield announced to the Executive Committee at its
February meeting that he and Mrs. Mayfield will contribute all royalties from
his forthcoming book, Swinburniana, to Library Associates. The Executive
Committee expressed enthusiastic appreciation of this most thoughtful,
generous and fitting gift. It is expected that Swinburniana will be published
within a year.
Syracuse Area Special Events
Three more of the special events of 1971-1972 planned for Syracuse
area Library Associates and their friends have been held since publication of
the last issue of The Courier.
On January 30 Mr. Walter Welch, director of Syracuse University Audio
Archives and Pre-recording Laboratory, presented a "Talk and Sound
Demonstration" on the premises of the Archives and Laboratory in the
Library Annex. Mrs. Arpena Mesrobian, associate director and editor of
Syracuse University Press, spoke on the topic, "What Is a University Press?"
on February 27 at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Warren Boes. The artist Winslow
Homer and his work were the topic of Mr. David Tatham, Dean of Student
Services and Activities, on March 19 in Carnegie Library. Mr. Welch's "Talk
and Sound Demonstration" was rescheduled by popular demand for April 21
in Huntington B. Crouse Hall.
The small informal gatherings have been well attended and have
generated interest and discussion among local members. Those who have been
present have indicated a hope that something of the same nature may be
planned for the 1972-1973 season.
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Volume IX, No.4 and Volume X,
No.1 ofThe Courier, which normally
would appear in July and October
1972 respectively, will be combined
into a special double Dedication Issue
to be published in September in
conjunction with the dedication of the
Ernest S. Bird Library on September
15, 1972.
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